
How to Maintain your House Garden 

like an Expert 

If you want to maintain your house landscape or garden area, you should know 

how to mow a lawn like an expert. Proper mowing gives your lawn looking 

aesthetic and complete, and it supports dense, lush growth of the grass. Improper 

mowing makes your lawn looking dreadful and more responsive to environmental 

hardships such as heat and water loss.  

In this blog, we are covering lawn mowing tips that can help you achieve the best-

looking lawn in the neighborhood.  

 

HOW TO CHOOSE THE IDEAL MOWER: 

Selecting the right lawnmower for the job gives a smooth, clean-cut, and makes 

the most of your mowing time. Professional services for Lawn mowing in 

Calder Park are equipped with the best mowers in the market. There are a few 

common lawn mowers you can choose from: 

 Manual reel mower – It is environmentally friendly and silent, manual push 

mowers depend on your muscle mow. They're a good choice for small and 

even lawns. 

 Electric mowers – They are available in corded and cordless models, 

electric lawnmowers are short-loud than gas mowers and excellent for 

small lawns. In cordless models, you have to recharge them in between 

mowing. 
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 Gas-powered push mower – A gas-powered mowers have more power and 

move more easily than manual and electric types, particularly when they're 

self-propelled. They are good for medium-sized lawns. 

 Riding mower or lawn tractor – For big or sloped lawns, a riding mower or 

lawn tractor is the best option, allowing you to get a huge job done 

efficiently.  

 

  

While mowing regularly is important to a wholesome lawn, avoid setting a fixed 

mowing schedule for your grass. You have to cut grass according to its type and 

the season not according to the day you fixed for mowing in the week. You should 

know how fast it grows, you can always take suggestions from professional 

services for Lawn mowing in Thornhill Park. 

As a thumb rule, to keep your lawn good you should not remove more than one-

third of the grass shoot in a single mowing. Cutting more than that decreases the 

carbs that support healthy grass growth. Remove too much at once, and your lawn 

becomes more exposed to weather, insect, pests, bugs, and weeds.  You should 

always mow when your lawn is dry; wet grass thuds and won't cut uniformly. 

The guidelines for when to mow a newly established lawn after planting or when 

to mow new grass are different than for settled lawns. Recently seeded lawns may 

take one to two months of the time before they're ready for mowing. Wait to mow 

new grass until all of the seed has grown and it reaches one and one-half times its 

prescribed height. Professional services for lawn mowing in Cobblebank 

suggest that you have to mow after 2-3 weeks of planting seeds. 
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HOW TO MAINTAIN YOUR MOWER: 

Proper maintenance of your mower and your grass help keep your fresh-cut lawn 

thick and healthy. These maintenance basics help ensure your lawn always looks 

its best: 

 Sharpen your mower blades whenever they grow old. Do at least one 

careful or professional sharpening before the mowing season starts each 

season. Thick blades make rough cuts that develop the risk of pests and 

bugs. Take professional help for Lawn mowing in Toolern Vale. 

 Grass tends to incline in the direction you mow it. You can ensure even 

growth by mowing in different directions each time you do. Choose any 

lawn mowing designs you like, just change it up each time you mow. 

 Wait until after mowing to fertilize your lawn with high-quality plant foods 

and nutrients to spread. 

 Fertilizing too often or using too much of the fertilizers can burn grass or 

begin to thatch makeup. 

  

Hope this blog will help you out in maintaining your garden like a pro and attracts 

your house visitors with proper landscape. 
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